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17 October 2011

HonAdde EachaI'LLC

Chair

Standing Goumiitttee on Uiitform Legislation and Statutes Review
Legislative Council of Western Australia
Parliament House

Perth WA 6000

ALBERT MONICHINO. S. C.

Dear Ms Farma

o

Inquiry into Commercial Arbitration Bin2011(WA) - clause 270 mediation clause

Thank you for your invitation to provide subimssions on clause 270 of the CowweIfzh. /A1bi/rano"

Biff20// coqA) ('the IF'A Biff). I note that your invitation asks for views on two matters: namely

matters of interpretation of the 11714 Bz// as drafted (in particular clause 270(7)), or the likely or

possible extent and application of its provisions. I wish to mitt my subnxission to what I regard

as the most important aspect of clause 270; namely, private meetings between the mediator-

arbitrator and the parties. In my view, the WABI//should not permit such meetings. This is the

heart of the problem with clause 270.

The 1/'H Bz77 of course is substantially identical to the Model Bill produced by the Standing

Coni. triittee of Attorneys-General('SCAG') which resolved on 7 April 2010 to adopt the ^, 10del

Billto replace the then Cow"781,271/A1bi/Mirb" AJIJ, representing a major overhaul of domestic

arbitration law in AUSttafia. The Model Bill has been enacted in New South Wales, Tasmania, the

Northern Territory and Victoria. Like Western Austtalia. , South Australia has introduced a stintar

Bill into its pathament. Only Queensland and the AUStra, ^an Capital Tettitory are yet to

introduce such legislation.

C

From what l am able to decipher, clause 270 ISIdendcalto s 270 of the Model Bin exceptthat

in sub-para (4), the following words are added at the end of the sub-section:':gi, e" 0" o147er the

fowl\4/10" 41 Ibe wadi4/zb" pincer@i'^gf'.' In my view, tliis is a sensible amendment, but if my
subnxissions are accepted, sub-section (4) is unnecessary (for reasons explained below).
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Clause 270 expressly provides that an arbitrator acting as a mediator may coriumunicate

separately with the parties (clause 270(2)(a)). In other words, anatbitrfitor may conduct private

mediation sessions. If the mediation is unsuccessful, the arbitrator cannot continue with the

arbitration unless all parties to the arbitration provide their written consent to him/her doing so

(clause 270(4)), If the arbitrator continues with the mediation, clause 2700) imposes a

statutory obligation on the arbitrator to first disclose to all other parties to the arbitration

proceedings, any confidential information obtaltied from another party during the mediation - in

particular, private sessions. This disclosure requit. ement appears to derive from s 17 of the

Singapore I"/or", 7110"41 141b^71,7110" AC/ (C, !/I, 7431/1. ' There is Do sinxilar provision in the
I"/8/1/4110"41rlrbi/milo"adj 1974 (C/b).
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This statutory disclosure requirement has engendered consternation from some coriumentators

on the basis that it undertrimes the confidentiality of mediation. Such concern was raised during

debate tilthe Legislative Council of New South Wales in June 2010 during the passage of the

COM", anti/a, b, radian B, \20 10 INS'Imp

Iris now accepted in international arbitration circles that arbitrators should promote settlement

of disputes referred to arbitration. ' In that regard, the Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution

("CEDR") published a report in November 2009 concerning settlement in international

arbitration, together with rules for the fitcilitation of settlement in international arbitration. ' It is

significant that those rules, developed through consultation with dispute settlement bodies

worldwide, do not condone arbitrators engaging in private sessions with the parties when

facilitating settlement.

,

,

The apparent philosophy underlying clause 270 is that ifan arbitrator engages in private sessions

with the parties daring the mediation phase of a combined arbitration-mediation process, belshe

cannot continue in his/her role as arbitrator (even with the consent of the parties) without

disclosing any relevant confidential information learned during the mediation phase. As alluded

to above, some commentators argue that to impose such an obligation of disclosure undettriiries

the integrity of the mediation process. '

' There is an identical provision in s 33 OFthe Hong KongAtbitration Ordinance 2010.
3 Newsouth Wales, Parffd"81,140 Deb"/eJ, Legislative Council, 91une 2010, 24034 0>avid Clarke)
4 See Gabtielle Kaufmann. Kohler, 'When Arbitrators Facilitate Settlement: Towards a Transnational Standard',

Clayton Utz and University of Sydney International Arbitration Lecture 2007.
5 The Report and Rules ate available at <http://WWW, cedr. coin/about_IIS/arbitration_commission/>
6 Derek Nthus, 'himrig Point for A"bination'(41une 2010) tray, ,r Var^b, 12-

o
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Although mediation may be one way (and indeed perhaps the best way)to encourage settlement,

an arbitrator may promote settlement without engaging in private sessions with the parties. This

is commonly referred to as conciliation. I\ conciliator, unlike a medifitor, does not come into

possession of confidential information and therefore the obligation of disclosure does not arise,

It ittight be argued that to remove the arbitrator's power to meet privately with the parties (in

clause 27(2)(a)) dinimshes the ability of the arbitrator to promote setrlemetit. However, the fact

is that in Australia (unlike many other jurisdictions) there is a well-credentialed group of

professional, independent mediators who can be called upon to mediate at short notice should

resolution of a particular dispute call for prtvate sessions. In addition, the arbitrator can still

facilitate settlement in open session with the parties (as is the case with the CEDR Rules).
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o
It I^ corn^fun^^ add that Mad-A"b (.^ A"b-Mad)I^ widery pinchsed through. or A^in and that in^

common for arbitrators in Asia when promoting settlement to engage in prtvate sessions with

the parties. This generalstatementis not correct. It is only coriumon in China' and Japan' for

arbitrators to engage in private sessions with the parties when facilitating settlement. It is not, for

example, coriumon in Korea.

Allstralia is a coriumon law jurisdiction where parties and practitioners are highly suspicious of

the notion that a judge or arbitrator may engage in private communications with parties before

proceeding to detertrime a dispute involving them. It is simply not possible to adapt whattnight

be a coriumonly accepted practice in China orJapan into the Australian legal landscape. Likewise,

while Singapore and Hong 1<0ng (both coriumon law jurisdictions) have Arbitration Acts which

for some time have allowed arbitrators to engage in private sessions with the parties pursuant to

an Atb-}vied process, anecdotal evidence reveals that there has been little or 110 uptake in those

jurisdictions of such a process (except\\rhere the parties come from mainland China).
o

Indeed, a recent decision of the High Court of Hong 1<0ng in G, 70 Hd;I'd4g 23".,"or ? Kee\^Ile

HOMi, !gJL!;,?27e, / <^",<I"or(unreported, Reyes 1, 12 April2011) refused to enforce in Hong 1<0ng a
mainland China arbitration award in circumstances where a member of the atbitraltribunal had

private communications with one of the parties purportedIy putsuantto an Arb-Med process. 111

the course of his judgement, Reyesj raised serious concerns about arbitrators engaging triptivate

7 Silly A. Harpole, 'The Combination orconciliation with Arbitration in the People's Republic orchina',(2007)
24(6)lowr, 14/4/11i/87,141i@, in/A1bi/ran0, , 623-624

' Yasunobu Sato, 'The NewAtbitration Lawinjapan: VIM lt Cause Changes tillapanese Concitiatoryr\rbittation
Practices?' (2005) 22(2) lowr, 14/4'I'ver, miloird/, 4rbi/far, by, 141
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coinmutiicfLtions with parties when attempting to facilitate settlement, and the consequent risk of

apparent bias:

1721 From theno2ir/-41, jay 4/2^14r!itIfro, , the wad-"chi, IDF8JJ 171"J I"/o Tele, ich"/ din',\///er. The
121'^: 4/4 MB, {1,310r 11/11ze, /, zr!^111,710r, !^?84nfrg 10 lie bi"Jeof '12/1dh, ,47r beg/841.

1737 Tb, pat, "/1,176" an qbp, "mum 41b, in inter bam, ,,, 41 inpad""/ ,/;Jaw",,, hilum" Ih,
Well/, 3110ff d", I Err&11/4/10"/, inc8JJ8J,

1741 For ex, IMPf0, 47 much'atorOjbic, z4j^ negiJ ^"41,111!,?/!6^ myth Ibepa, /IeJ to e>;/)/ore Iba rancorft. r 41'1ba
foiler gird Ibe10rJib/e ferne'78/11p/anr ipbfrb the hirer 2,411 blocrcb. A" 41b//infor, off the o1ber barzd,
MyJ/ 4,027 I"!Ifo/erg/ fledff, IgJ 21,27h Ib8/?, 71/1/2J.

17^:I Flirtfie, ; the welld/or I"fro cmr ,zr 41bz7r"/or obi"irr '04/2de"/141 Inari%?, 711b" I" the corn:r8 4'0"e-
o"-one 278,114gJ at/b 4p, /tj, . That 11:16M, 4/10" way co"ironr^! orJ//b-, 0"J4vbz/J4^27/1/18", e the wad^^/or
"!b8" rifling at orbi/mine 11"., anti^e 1/4/2117 off the other141tj^^76r the well4/or 111r"edorbi/13710r 10 or/
z^0" the '04/2/8ff/1,114bf7??, 11n" Mrbor//./?!:r/ Indusz74g the $4Me gad, ;#ardr4g that other141t}^ 4 4th", a
10 COMwent off dull^1711frti, 11 2772/4, / offba '04/2dM/141 1411/1:",/10".

1741 Tbr/J, Ib, wadih/or ipfro firey be fill?/{g "J orbi/14/01 I" 168 Jawe care wari bel, 7111, \/:714, co, ^F1
"o1 10 ,0""^11 10 0"e/)or!!! or Ibe other the Jin'prefJi0" 41bztrJ. Thi. t "284ffr Ib4/, I" d wadi4//@" JeJJ/0"
",!/fr o"e 14/2/1 A, Ibe Mend/or Japba" ,0""gy!irg fellfowe"/ J/4ggar/zb//. r ,;b/), 71e"41^^ &e"6/2/1171'g Ibe other
p4it), B 10 Ibe dz:,!11/18, fly\r/ be Jar^flye 10 the "Bed "o1 10 4,184r 10 A dJ Ithe fired^^/o1,114,011rad Bt'
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,, Je.

17ZI The limbft?Mr ith8/^"/ zir fir8, {-41* 4/8 J;, cb that fir"4y 4thfir4/OJT der#"e 10 e/4g, 4ge Iir 11, Tb0! 3,192, ,
Ibe 123'1: 41'4)parry"/ biffJ 4/2'Jr', tg/?0"r Ihez/p, 7/11/3141ib" I" wed-orb at 4" I"Min, o71"/a!'fr ,/;j?,\,!11. '

In sum, iris my view that clause 270 of the Urn BIffshould be revised to remove -

.

a, statutory petalssion for an arbitrator acting as a mediator to meet separately with the

parties; and

b. the consequent obligation of the arbitrator to disclose confidential information obtained

during the mediation phase while meeting separately with either party.

,

On the other hand, clause 270 should encourage arbitrators to promote sealement of disputes

referred to arbitration.

Ifmy primary subtntssion is accepted, clause 270 can be pruned back substantiaUy as much of it

is drafted with the idea in timid that the neutral is entitled to meet privately with the parties -

hence necessary safeguards are reqLited.

9 See Phillip Geotgiou, "The realmk of bias in 'Chinese style' arbitration" GUIy 2011) Anal, Di4!I\!e Rev, ^I", p 89.
10 Indeed, it would be preferable if section s270 spoke of "conciliation" and not"mediation". But conciliation"

would need to be defined as there are no universal dearLitions.

o

o
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Iset out below how Ichirik clause 270 should be drafted:

270, Power of arbitrator to actus conciliator

(1) An arbitrator may act as a conciliator in proceedings relating to a
dispute between the parties to an arbitration agreement
(conciliation proceedings) if -
(a) the arbitration agreement provides for the arbitrator to

act as conciLator in conciliation proceedings (whether
before or after proceeding to arbitration, and whether or
not continuing with the arbitration); or

(b) each party has consented in writing to the arbitrator so
acting

(2) [der^red]
(3) Conciliation proceedings in relation to a dispute terniiriate if

(a) the parties to the dispute agree to toriiitnate the
proceedings; or

(b) any party to the dispute withdraws consentto the
arbitrator acfuig as conciliator in the proceedings; or

(c) the arbitrator ternitnates the proceedings.
(4) An arbitrator who has acted as conciliator in conciliation

proceedings that are tern^lated may not conductsubsequent
arbitration proceedings in relation to the dispute without the
written consent of arithe parties to the arbitration given on or
after the tentLination of the conciliation proceedings.

(5) If the parties consent under subsecti. on (4), no objection may be
taken to the conduct of subsequent arbitration proceedings by
the arbitrator solely on the ground that he or she has acted
previously as a conciliator maccordance with this section.

(6) Ifthe parties do not consent under subsection (4), the
arbitrator's mandate is taken to have been ternimated under

section 14 and a substitute arbitrator is to be appointed 1/1
accordance with section 15.

(7) Ideletedl
(8) In this section, a reference to a concilia. tor means a person who

attempts to facilitate settlement of the dispute between the parties
without communicating with the parties separately.

ALBERT MONICHINO S. C.

.

.

By way orexplanation:

(a) the reference to ''mediator" or "mediation" should, I think, be removed and replaced

with "concitiator" and "conciliation" respectively

(b) the section should contain a definition of conciliation, in particular reformg to the fact

that the conciliator is not entitled to meer privately with the parties;

(c) ifprivate sessions are not permitted, subsecrions (2) and O) are rendered otiose;

(d) indeed, subsections (4) and (6) could also be delered if private sessions were not

permitted. That is, the requirement in subsection (4) for consent to be given after the



conclusion of the mediation proceedings before an arbitrator can continue with the

arbitration is no doubt drafted in response to the prospect that the mediator in

conducting the mediation process may have engaged tripriva. te communications with the

parties, and thus may have come into possession of confidential information material to

the determination of the dispute. If, on the other hand, the neutral is only entitled to

meet\171th the parties in joint session during the conciliation process, he (or she) does not

come into possession of confidential information, and therefore iris difficult to see why

any further separate consent of the parties is required following the conclusion of the

conciliation process before the arbitrator can continue on with the arbitration;

(e) on the other hand, subsection (5) should remain but with the deletion of the opening

Words "y/bai, or/18J ,offJe"/ 21"derJ/fuer//Off (1)";

(f) therefore, to sunnmarlse, clause 270 could be further refined to delete subsections (4)

and (7),?Ind to delete the opening words of subsection (5) as per the shading above.

I appreciate that my submissions involve a substantial departure from clause 270 of the Wrt Bill

(or indeed the Model Bin). I also appredate that unifortntty across the States and Territories is

highly desirable and that therefore tliis is a matter better taken up by SCAG. However, as

drafted, clause 270 of the 11"'A Bz7/(and the Model Bill) is, in my view, unlikely to be embraced

by arbitration practitioners in AUStra^a,

ALBERT MONICHINO S. C.

.

Yours faithfully,

A1bert o111c o
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